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Introduction

Scaffolding is an often used strategy to facilitate learning, known to provide learners with appropriate supports, thereby enabling them to accomplish tasks which would be beyond their capacity if unassisted. Furthermore, scaffolding can even be deemed to be both a structure and a process in that it guides learners in specific form to provide a highly constrained situation and learners’ ongoing activities are repeatedly scaffolded until independent performance is achieved (Pea, 2004).

The concept and the mechanism of scaffolding in learning stem from Vygotsky’s (1962, 1978) socio-historical perspective of the development of language and concept and the zone of proximal development (ZPD) theory, and Wood, Bruner, and Ross’s (1976) research on tutoring. The term scaffolding was introduced as a metaphor for describing a tutor-child interaction in problem-solving situation by Wood et al. (1976). In the research, scaffolding is conceptualized as a tutor-child interaction process that encourages a child to solve a problem – constructing a pyramidal puzzle. Nonetheless, the concept of scaffolding has been already rooted in Vygotsky’s (1962, 1978) socio-historical conceptualization of the development of language and the concept of ‘Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)’. Vygotsky (1962) viewed that humans change themselves through the social communication and interaction, progressing psychological development from an interpsychological to intrapsychological plane. Vygotsky (1978) further defined the ZPD as the distance between a child’s “actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving” and the higher level revealed in “potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more able peers” (p. 86) (Pea, 2004). Not only that, while the scaffolding concept in Wood et al.’s (1976) research means a prospective mechanism of naturally occurring and informal activities, Vygotsky brought
together the informal and the formal, the natural and the designed, concerning human development. In addition, while the ZPD is a conceptual framework regarding selecting appropriate level of learning tasks and support, scaffolding, which originates from the ZPD concept, is a more specified and strategic framework dealing with the ‘how to’ aspect of such support (Sharma & Hannafin, 2007).

In many cases, scaffolding has been provided through conversational or textual devices such as questions, explanations or feedbacks directly from an instructor or through software devices. Most of the early research focused on such verbal supports from adults or instructors in face-to-face learning situation to help learners complete certain tasks (Pearson & Fielding, 1991; Wood et al., 1976). For example, scaffolding is illustrated as providing a cascading sequence of hints (e.g. Brown & Ferrara, 1985; Campione, 1989; Campione & Brown, 1984, 1990; Campione, Brown, Ferrara, & Bryant, 1984), or procedural information and facilitation as learning progresses (e.g. Applebee & Langer, 1983; Scardamalia & Bereiter 1983, 1985), involving several common elements including hierarchical component skills, decreasing support levels, repetitive authentic practice, and ongoing assessment, etc. Consequently, learners become able to have opportunity to extend their current skills and knowledge to a higher level of competence by receiving those instructional supports (Rogoff, 1990). Moreover, in accordance with technological advancement, scaffolding is nowadays viewed to occur among learners and software as well as between learner and instructor (Lumpe & Butler, 2002).

However, the term ‘scaffolding’ originally represents visually identifiable objects and seems to be opened to any form of modality (Rha & Park, 2010). Therefore, scaffolding can be offered not only in verbal format but also in visual format. Visual scaffolding, in its lexical sense, would be a type of scaffolding which takes diverse forms of visual objects such as diagrams, pictures, or 3D visuals with or without words (Rha & Park, 2010).
According to previous studies, neither verbal nor visual forms of scaffolding is known to be inherently better or worse than the other (Quintana, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2002). That is because diverse forms, means, and types of scaffolding have their own strengths and limitations (Sharma & Hannafin, 2007, Tabak, 2004). For instance, visual scaffolding such as graphical scaffolding would be more effective, powerful, and motivating, while it might also be misleading if designed with less caution. On the other hand, although textual scaffolding is likely to be used well by learners, it is often bypassed because of their textual nature (Quintana et al., 2002). Providing multiple and adaptive supports through diverse means and forms of scaffolding is considered to synergistically support and adaptively meet the varied needs of learners as well (Bull et al., 1999; Tabak, 2004). For example, visual scaffolding can be considered as an equalizer in terms of individual learning style because it diversifies the representational forms of knowledge. In other words, learners who have difficulty in verbal-only or textual-only learning might greatly benefit from visual scaffolding.

Such potentials of visual scaffolding are attributed to the unlimited power of visuals in human learning. Humans incessantly learn by seeing things, actively perceiving and learning from stimuli received from their environment through their eyes (Gibson, 1986). In this vein, the impacts of visuals on learning outcome have long been demonstrated. Previous studies on learning activities using visuals deals with the effectiveness of visual materials, characteristics of visual materials and its educational functions, and the influence of visual materials or visual activities on learning outcome. Those studies reveal that visual activities and materials enhance learners' academic achievement by promoting learners’ memorization, understanding, and thinking skills (Park et al., 2010). Besides, visual presentation of contents and learners’ visual activities were proven to be more effective than text-only presentation or verbal activities in content abstraction, understanding, organization, and learning (Kashihara & Sttke, 1988; Piburn et al, 2005; Yehezkel,
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Ben-Ari, & Dreyfus; 2007). In addition, research on the effect of flow charts, meaning maps, diagrams in problem solving and learning has substantiated the potentials of visual representations (Johnson & Satchwell, 1993; Pankratius & Keith 1987; Satchwell, 1997; Stice & Alvarez, 1986).

Although not much, research on visual scaffolding has been existent in various types including content-related pictures or animations (e.g. Gibbons, 2008; Kidwai et al., 2004; Lee, 2007), diagrams or visual organizers (e.g. Coombs, 2006; Cuevas, Fiore, & Oser, 2002; Han, 2006; Lee, 2012; Sung, 2009), structural outlines or silhouettes (e.g. Carrier & Tatum, 2006; Schmidt et al., 2007) analogical or mnemonic visuals (e.g. Quintana et al., 2002; Rha & Park, 2010) and even hand and arm gestures of an instructor (e.g. Alibali & Nathan, 2007). According to those research results, visual scaffolding seems to have positive effects on learning in various ways. First, visual scaffolding would better represents and emphasizes information providing more powerful affordance derived from its visual nature, effectively attracting learners’ attention and helping their understanding. Second, visual scaffolding would implicitly provide supplementary information from its visual image, such as tacit hints or visual cues. Third, visual scaffolding promotes more holistic understanding of tasks or contents by spatially representing macro-views.

Despite that previous studies imply the effectiveness and potentials of visual scaffolding, it still receives insufficient academic attention than verbal scaffolding and the research on visual scaffolding tends to be sporadic and fragmental. There has rarely been a systematic approach on what visual scaffolding is, how it works, and what effects it would lead to, and so on. In this respect, this research aims to conduct a literature review on the types, effectiveness, and further potentials of visual scaffolding in teaching and learning perspectives. Such work might contribute to providing a more systematic approach and comprehensive view on visual scaffolding for teaching and learning.
Studies on Visual Scaffolding

For conducting a literature review on visual scaffolding, the process of search, selection, analysis, and synthesis was gone through. In search phase, the author used several databases such as ERIC, Springerlink, Jstore, Sciencedirect, Google scholar, and Seoul National University Online Library to search books, articles, and other relevant resources regarding visual scaffolding, visualization, scaffolding, and so on in accordance with Bidwell and Jensen's (2003) method and Gall, Borg, and Gall's (1996) method of identifying sources of information. In selection, analysis, and synthesis phase, the author conformed to Hart's (1998) method of doing a literature review. For selection, the author sorted out related literature in accordance with the criteria of authority, seminality, and relevancy. Next, for analysis, chosen literature was categorized into its sub-areas, the main results were summarized and organized, and the analysis on the critical points was carried out. Last, for synthesis, the results of examined studies were categorized, organized, and summarized.

Visual scaffolding in diverse fields

The term “visual scaffolding”, and the strategy of visual scaffolding have long been used in various fields. Visual scaffolding has been used in computer science, visual design, geography, etc. In such fields, visual scaffolding has been mainly employed for displaying contents in more effective way and supporting and guiding users to better understand, operate, and create complicated data, information, and objects.

In computer science, visual scaffolding has been used as a tool for data visualization. Researchers have designed visual scaffolding which displays data structure more effectively, by visually showing linked or related data, zooming a specific part of visualized data for more detailed view, or merging and mapping several data structures as shown in Figure 1 (Lee & Ulrich, 2011). Visual scaffolding
has been also devised as a software visualization tool to permit students to think and see their programming process in terms of data structures and algorithms by showing student’s programming outputs and corresponding errors step-by-step (Charles & Eugene, 2001). Not only that, in visual design field, visual scaffolding usually means aids for techniques for compute-based sketching or designing by providing various technical supports: structural outline, construction lines, silhouettes of the objects (Schmidt et al., 2007). Those visual scaffoldings help designers to understand complicated 3-D scenes and rapidly conceptualize and edit 3-D visuals using non-photorealistic rendering and simplified contours or sketch drawings (See Figure 2) (Zeleznik, Herndon, & Hughes, 2007). In geology, visual scaffolding has been often used to facilitate interpreting real-world spatial relationships from traditional two-dimensional maps. It is because it becomes easier to identify and examine certain geological features by providing pictorial representations of relevant features as visual scaffolding. It has been reported that incorporating virtual 3-D visual scaffolding, as displayed in figure 3, could solve the cognition problem hampered by incomplete exposure of all spatial dimensions by promoting geological cognition performance (Whitmeyer et al., 2009). Moreover, it has been reported that user’s geological performance tends to be more accurate when visual scaffolding is provided in their geological operations (Mayer, Mautone, & Prothero, 2002).

Figure 1. Visual scaffolding for data visualization (Lee & Ulrich, 2012)
Although existent and widely mentioned, research on visual scaffolding in various fields still seems to be rather scattered and fragmental, lacking in theoretical consensus of visual scaffolding, in terms of the concepts, types, mechanisms, effectiveness, design strategies, and so on.

**Visual scaffolding in teaching and learning**

Research on visual scaffolding has mostly employed visual objects such as graphic organizer, pictures, diagrams, abstract visuals, and even hand and arm gestures in order to enhance learning efficiency and effectiveness.

According to previous studies, visual scaffolding seems to promote learning by providing both implicit and explicit hints. Quintana et al. (2002) used graphical scaffolding to support learners by providing big picture or macro view of science inquiry learning as shown in Figure 4. They reported that learners happened to be
offered tacit hints from visual scaffolding which suggest the clockwise order of problem-solving process through the shape of a wheel. In similar vein, Rha and Park (2010) examined the effectiveness of procedural visual scaffolding by analogizing the problem solving process to a process of drawing person’s face and spatially representing it as visual scaffolding (See Figure 5). Such visual scaffolding is assumed to implicitly offer tacit hints for the problem solving phases as well as explicitly work as a mnemonics for the problem solving phases. Additionally, visual scaffolding is actively used as explicit aids for language learners in that it encourages knowledge comprehension by supplementing verbal information through visual images. Language learners can have difficulty understanding verbal-oriented text when learning other language or subjects. Therefore, pictures, drawings, illustrations, graphic organizers, and other visuals have been widely used as visual scaffoldings. Those visual scaffoldings are known to improve language learning, and even to overcome cultural difference. Gibbons (2008) also demonstrated the effectiveness of visual scaffolding for English-mediated science class students who use English as second language. He used simultaneous displays of drawings and photographs related to the science contents as visual scaffoldings, concluding that the visual scaffolding seems to serve as a non-linguistic representation of science concepts. Last but not least, visual scaffolding such as a graphic novel is known to be

Figure 4. Visual description of inquiry activities (Quintana et al., 2002)
entertaining to and especially effective for visual learners and struggling readers, as they combine images with text to increase comprehension (Hassett & Schieble, 2007).

Other studies reveal the potentials of visual scaffolding in terms of cognitive load and learning efficiency. Cuevas et al.’s (2002) research utilizes diagram as visual scaffolding to catalyze learners’ cognitive process. They reported that the diagram scaffolding supported learners’ mental model formation, thus significantly improving the instructional efficiency in complex task training environment by diminishing cognitive load (See Figure 6). Moreover, they maintained that the diagram scaffolding is effective for the acquisition of integrative knowledge than declarative knowledge. Not only that, Quintana et al.(2002) also additionally reported that the visual scaffolding played a central role in encouraging students’ metacognition and comprehensive understanding of the given task. As shown in Figure 7, the ‘Conductor Window’ illustrates metaprocess activities such as what activities are possible, what steps to take next in the investigation, and so on. Kidwai et al. (2004) designed high and low level visual scaffolding for higher order learning, describing the visual scaffolding at the conceptual level: simple scaffolding
instigates lower levels of cognitive processing in learners as compared to complex scaffolding which instigates higher levels of cognitive processing in learners. They assumed that the visual scaffolding diminishes cognitive load by enabling learners to focus on the critical features. Their research argues that visual scaffolding, if specifically designed and appropriately employed, would have potentials for emphasizing and illustrating procedural understanding, decreasing the cognitive load associated with higher order learning. In similar manner, visual scaffolding seems to provide visual cues for elaborating and highlighting important information. Alibali and Nathan (2007) considered teachers’ hand and arm gestures as forms of visual scaffolding. They reported that teachers used gestural scaffoldings most frequently for critical information, new and unfamiliar materials, abstract referents, etc. Furthermore, such gestures were assumed to function as grounding teachers’
verbal instruction to connect the teachers’ verbal explanation with real-words and physical referents, thereby enabling students to process information through both verbal and visual channel. Carrier and Tatum (2006) used ‘sentence wall’, which visually reorganized and rearranged text into more grammatically-structured visual shapes and implied the effects of visual scaffolding on text comprehension, by lessening cognitive load. Besides, as displayed in Figure 8, Coombs (2006) used visual learning templates such as a spidergram as a visual scaffolding to develop English learners’ critical thinking skills. In his research, learners were supposed to manifest those visual templates as their psychological schemas or a mental model for higher-order thinking.

Besides, although not using the exact term of ‘visual scaffolding’, studies on the visualization of texts imply the potential of visual scaffolding. Research on visual organizer, visual imagery, visual transformation of text are the examples (e.g. Han, 2006; Jin, 2009; Lee, 2007; Lee, 2012; Sung, 2009). Those studies aim at enhancing text comprehension by visually displaying and representing learning contents. To illustrate, visual organizers are widely employed as both mathemagenic organizer and semantic organizer. Lee’s (2012) visual summarizer is a semantic organizer which summarizes and represents content through a graphic organizer (See Figure 9). On the other hand, mathemagenic visual organizers provide visual overview of
the text by physical and mechanical reduction and abstraction of the text. As reduction strategies, thumbnail type of visual overview is used to provide spatial and physical information of text (e.g., Han, 2006; Shin, 2006; Sung, 2009). Moreover, Han (2006) developed and utilized mathemagenic and mechanical visual organizer which contains spatial and physical information of the text amount, structure, outline, and main point in visually abstracted format through visual cues such as geometric geometrical figures, colors, symbols, and icons (See Figure 10). Not only that, transforming the visual elements of text such as size, shape, color in a way that coincides with the content and learners’ way of thinking is proved to catalyze text comprehension as well (Jin, 2009). Studies on the kinetic typography are typical examples of such visual transformation of text (e.g., Ford, Forlizzi, & Ishizaki, 1997; Forlizzi, Lee, & Hudson, 2003; Ishizaki, 1996). Besides, there are not only final form visual scaffolding but also participatory visual scaffolding. Lee’s (2007) visual imagery strategy which encourages learners to freely imagine and associate content-related visual images during the learning phase and Coombs’ (2006) visual learning templates are the examples of such participatory visual scaffolding which actively engages learners visual representation of learning content.

Figure 9. Visual summarizer (Lee, 2012)
Types of Visual Scaffolding

Visual scaffolding would be categorized into content-independent type and content-dependent type. Furthermore, visual scaffolding can be classified by its visual types as well: abstract-verbal one, concrete-verbal one, concrete-visual one, and abstract-visual one.

Categorization by content independency/dependency

Content-independent visual scaffolding

Visual scaffolding can deal with content-independent area of learning in many ways. One type of content-independent visual scaffoldings can be highlighting important parts of contents by changing the text format such as color, size, and font or by underlining, using kinetic typography and so on. For example, in Sung’s (2009) research, visual scaffolding highlights important passages, words, or sentences in different color to draw learners’ attention on the gist of the text. Similarly, Park (2010) used visual scaffolding which highlights learning problem-solving phase using different color as learners proceed problem-solving procedure step-by-step. Not only that, In Alibali and Nathan’s (2007) research on gesture
scaffolding, Han's (2006) research on visual organizer, and Jin's (2009) study on visual transformation of digital text, visual scaffoldings such as finger-pointing, marking, and inserting kinetic typography are used for highlighting critical points of contents.

Another type of content-independent visual scaffolding exists. According to Hannafin, Land, & Oliver (1999) and Hannafin et al., (2001), strategic and metacognitive type of scaffoldings can assist learners in terms of ‘how and what to think’ and ‘how to use appropriate strategies’ at key-phases of learning while conceptual and procedural scaffolding facilitate learners with more content-related hint and guidance. For example, prompting reflective questions or offering advice related to learning strategy or self-management skills are metacognitive or strategic scaffolding. Still, this type of visual scaffolding rarely exists in that such visual scaffolding might mislead learners in accordance with each individual's different assumption about various visual cues and shapes. That is why visual scaffolding for generic guidance and hints is hard to be realized in visual-only format.

Last but not least, visual scaffolding can provide information regarding the physical structure of text. Mechanical visual scaffolding used in Han's (2006) study shows spatial and physical information of text by abbreviating text contents through geometrical figures, colors, symbols, and icons (See Figure 10, 11). On the other hand, Sung (2009) employed thumbnail as a visual organizer as displayed in Figure 11. Thumbnail matrix as visual organizers(Sung, 2009)
Figure 11. Such thumbnails can also help learners grasp macro view of contents easily, encouraging comprehensive and structural understanding of contents and lessening cognitive load.

**Content-dependent visual scaffolding**

Content-dependent visual scaffolding provides supports for understanding concept, procedure, and principle. According to Merrill's (1983) component-display theory (CDT), content types are classified into fact, concept, procedure, and principle. Combining the CDT with Hannafin et al.'s (1999, 2001) categorization of scaffolding, the target of content-dependent visual scaffolding can be concept, procedure, and principle. – The ‘fact’ component of Merrill’s (1983) CDT and the ‘strategy’ and ‘metacognition’ component of Hannafin et al.’s (1999, 2001) are excluded because the former is mainly related to rote-identity operation and the latter to content-independent type of support.

Concept indicates symbols, events, and objects that share characteristics and are identified by the same name (Merrill, 1983). Therefore, when the target of visual scaffolding is a concept, the visual scaffolding supports learners in identifying key conceptual knowledge or in structuralizing conceptual organization of the learning content, leading learners to have content-relevant perspectives and to consider critical aspects and elements of the content (Hannafin et al., 1999). Visual summarizer (e.g. Lee, 2012), which displays the gist of learning content through visuals can be considered as a type of concept-related visual scaffolding in that it supports learners in text comprehension by visually displaying and representing the main point and structure of the contents (See Figure 9, 12). Other examples of conceptual visual scaffolding are prevalent in instructions mediated by second language. Because learners who participate in second-language-mediated instructions can have difficulty in understanding, verbal-oriented information, pictures, visual organizers, and other types of visual representations of concept are widely employed as visual scaffolding strategies (e.g. Coombs, 2006; Gibbons,
Moreover, instructors’ hand and arm gestures used to elaborate content concept are examples of visual scaffolding as well (e.g. Alibali & Nathan, 2007).

![Visual metaphors for concept learning (Lee, 2012)](image)

Secondly, as procedure means a set of ordered steps, sequenced to solve a problem or accomplish a goal (Merrill, 1983), procedural visual scaffolding is intended to support learners in grasping steps. To illustrate, Quintana et al. (2002) utilized visual scaffolding which suggests the task process implicitly. Their research demonstrated that learners apparently obtained implicit hints about learning process from the visual shapes (See Figure 4, 7). Not only that, Rha and Park’s (2010) visual scaffolding supported learners to grasp the problem-solving process by providing mnemonic visual, a person’s face, as an analogy of the problem-solving process as shown above in Figure 5.

Thirdly, as principle explains why or how something happens or works in a particular manner, visual scaffolding on principles enables learners to more easily understand mechanism-related contents. To be specific, visual scaffolding used in Kidwai et al.’s (2004) research assisted learners in understanding the mechanism of human’s heart. In the similar manner, visual scaffolding in Cuevas et al.’s (2002) research elaborated how aircraft is operated by utilizing diagrams. Not only that, visual scaffolding which provides content-related strategy or metacognitive help also promotes learners in terms of principles for the task accomplishment (See Figure 6).
Categorization by types of visuals

Visual scaffolding can be classified by its visual types along with two continua: concrete-abstract(icon-digital) continuum (Wileman, 1993) and visual-verbal continuum (Miller, 1987; Doblin, 1978; Wileman, 1980). A 2 x 2 matrix can be formulated by crossing these two continua as follows (See Figure 13).

![Diagram of types of visuals]

The abstract-concrete continuum is based on the continuum of visual reality, anchored at one end by the abstract(digital) and at the other by the concrete(iconic). This abstract-concrete continuum has been widely employed by scholars to explain human’s thinking process or instructional materials. Explaining human’s thinking process, *Rha (2003)* has suggested that human stores abstract form of information through abstraction process as they repeatedly experience concrete objects. On the other hand, to categorize message, *Doblin (1978)* classified verbal message and visual message, further suggested six types of visual message from abstract to concrete one: marks, chart and graphs, drafting and maps, drawing, photographs, and models. According to Doblin (1978), the most realistic visual message is a model which is realized three-dimensionally, whereby the least realistic one is a
symbolically abstract marks.

The visual-verbal continuum represents the degree of verbal-visual use. Wileman (1993) suggested a continuum at one end of which being purely visual and at the other end of which being purely verbal, presenting seven image types: pictorial or graphic symbol frame (purely visual), emphasized pictorial or graphic symbol frame, pictorial or graphic symbol frame with verbal cues to meaning, verbal/visual balanced frame, reader frame with visual cues to meaning, emphasized reader frame, and reader frame (purely verbal). These seven types are divided in accordance with the degree of verbal and visual use. Han (2006) also divided visual organizer into visually-dominated organizer to verbally-dominated organizer and Braden (1994) classified graphics into visually-dominated one and verbally-dominated one as well. According to the Braden’s (1994) classification, in visually dominated graphics, the purpose of verbal symbols is merely to point out part of the whole content or to provide some clue for interpreting the visual message; in verbally-oriented graphics, the verbal symbols usually contains most of the message and the visual elements exist to enhance the display of the message. In visually-oriented visual scaffolding, the function of verbal symbols is to facilitate the language deficiency of images. On the other hand, in verbally-oriented visual scaffolding, visuals are provided for better display of message.

**Abstract-verb al visual scaffolding**

As displayed in the matrix, the first type of visual scaffolding is abstract-verb al. Numerous types of content-dependent visual organizers might be the example of this type. For example, graphic organizers which contain main point of the content in verbal format can function as visual scaffolding. Lee’s (2012) visual summarizer (See Figure 9, 13), Carrier & Tatum’s (2006) sentence-wall visual scaffolding, Visual transformation of text (e.g. Jin, 2009) are the examples in that they actively utilize verbal messages as main information source and abstract visual symbols are used as supplementary tools and implicit hints (See Figure 14).
Concrete-verbal visual scaffolding

The second type is concrete-verbal visual scaffolding. A typical example of this type might be the use of thumbnails as mechanical visual scaffolding (e.g. Han, 2006; Sung, 2009). Although those visual scaffoldings are extremely concrete in that they are physical reduction of the actual digital text, those scaffoldings do not actively contain visual images or illustrations (See Figure 10, 11).

Concrete-visual visual scaffolding

The next type of visual scaffolding is concrete-visual one. Using pictures, drawings, or imageries for scaffolding would be the example for this type. In Gibbons’s (2008) research photographs, drawings, illustrations of the learning contents are provided as visual scaffolding. Furthermore, encouraging learners’ to imagine and associate content-related visual imageries might be this type of visual scaffolding. Not only that, Schmidt et al.’s (2007) visual scaffolding belongs to this type in that they provide a sketch of real objects as scaffolding (See Figure 2).

Abstract-visual visual scaffolding

The last type is abstract-visual visual scaffolding. The best example of this type is the visual scaffoldings which employ mathemagenic visual organizers based on
abstraction principle as realized in Han(2006)’s study. The mechanical visual scaffolding used in Han’s (2006) research does not contain any verbal message and consists of abstract symbols, geometric figures, etc (See Figure 10, 11). Although the visual scaffolding is purely visual, it is extremely abstract in that it is full of symbolic visuals.

Visual scaffoldings which belong to somewhere middle in the matrix exist as well. Rha and Park’s (2010), Kidwai et al.’s (2004), Quevas et al.’s (2002) visual scaffoldings are the cases. Rha and Park’s (2010) visual scaffolding, as displayed in Figure 5, might belong to somewhere in the middle of type III and type IV. That is because, although their visual scaffolding is purely visual in that it does not contain any verbal message, it is neither entirely concrete nor entirely abstract. Kidwai et al.’s (2004) and Quevas et al.’s (2002) visual scaffolding might be placed between type I and type IV (See Figure 6). Because, although their visual scaffoldings are abstract in that they used symbolic visuals, they mixed visual and verbal message together in order to explain mechanisms more effectively and efficiently.

Discussion

Visual scaffolding and its effectiveness

Overall, visual scaffolding would be regarded as a support using diverse forms of visual objects from abstract symbols to concrete pictures with verbal or visual explanation aiming to enable learners to accomplish tasks which would be beyond their task. Such visual objects can not only be represented, but also be structuralized, analogized, and transformed to suggest richer information, providing macro view of task or information, or highlighting critical feature to facilitate the momentum for better thoughts, insights and more structural and in-depth understanding in learning.
The effects of visual scaffolding might be explained in three aspects. First, visual scaffolding seems to explicitly represent and highlight information both effectively and efficiently. To begin with representational and interpretive visuals can visually re-phrase and emphasize parts of textual explanation in various ways. This merit of visual scaffolding would be explained through Paivio’s dual coding theory as well. According to Paivio (1971, 1986), human perceives and encodes information through verbal and visual channel and the verbal and visual systems are stored in long-term memory through referential connection. Such dual processing of information optimizes the use of working memory which has a limited capacity. Empirical research also shows that providing visual information is effective for learning in practice (Mayer, 2001; Mayer & Anderson, 1991, 1992; Mayer, Bove, Bryman, Mars, & Tapangco, 1996). Not only that, visual scaffolding would emphasize critical or structural features. This is because visual scaffolding might be more powerful affordance thanks to its visual nature, attracting and directing learners’ attention and selectively highlight essential or skeletal parts of contents utilizing organizational or transformational visuals. Alibali and Nathan’s (2007) gesture scaffolding, visual cues used for highlighting in Han’s (2006) study, Rha and Park’s (2010) shading strategy for important text, and Jin’s (2009) use of kinetic typography for key points of text are the examples. By visually differentiating and distinguishing important parts of learning content, visual scaffolding enables learners to learn more effectively and efficiently. Furthermore, visual scaffolding in Schmidt et al. (2007)’s research provides only skeletal information of objects such as silhouettes for helping users to complete the full design of the objects. Consequently, users could grasp macro view of objects, consequently more easily completing their design tasks.

Second, visual scaffolding would provide richer information in implicit way as well. Visuals cannot help naturally providing some additional information while displaying the visual image itself. Shape, space, direction, structure, relationship, size and color are all the supplementary information inherent in the visual image (Rha and Park, 2010). For example, Quintata et al. (2002), and Rha and Park (2010)
stated that the shape of visuals seems to be a tacit hint for accomplishing the given
task. Lee (2012) also stated that providing a visual organizer that summarizes
preceding texts or instructions encourages learners to implicitly acquire new
information although not explicit in the text because the shape of visual
summarizer supported learners’ reasoning process. Jin’s (2009) visual
transformation of text, Carrier and Tatum’s (2006) are also the example. Likewise,
though not written in verbal terms, pieces of information are scattered in the shape
and the space of visual scaffolding. Even if the message is not explicit, learners’
assumptions of the specific shapes or forms of given visual scaffolding seem to
function as additional information about the task (Quintana et al., 2002). Such
additional visual aid would subsequently promotes more insightful perspectives, in-
depth understanding, and higher order thinking as well (Buzan, 1994; Lee, 2012;
Okebukola, 1992; Quintana et al., 2001; Rha & Park, 2010).

Third, providing visual scaffolding of the structure or process might lead learners
to understand the overall information with less cognitive load. This is mainly
because the external visual representation of the task may facilitate learners to form
internal representation and coherent mental model (Cuevas et al., 2002; Jonassen &
Hung, 2006; Lee, 2012). Studies report that the visual scaffolding might especially
support learners’ higher order thinking by lessening their cognitive load (e.g.
Cuevas et al., 2002; Han, 2006; Kidwai et al., 2004; Rha & Park, 2010) and facilitate
their holistic and structural understanding of the task or content structure, thus
promoting systematic and integrated comprehension (e.g. Cooms, 2006; Han, 2006;
Lee, 2012; Rha & Park, 2010). Schwartz and Heiser (2005) argued that learners
understand particular knowledge structure effortlessly if they are provided with
spatial representation about the content structures. On top of that, such functions
of visual scaffolding might also be related to mental model theory. Human is
known to construct his own understanding of how things work, and what will
happen by interpreting visual structure of objects (Norman, 1986). Furthermore,
such a mental model is known to be formed through experience, training, and
instructi on rather than developed inherently (Norman, 1988). In this manner, visual scaffolding shown to learners would encourage them to build their mental model more easily.

**Technology and further potentials of visual scaffolding**

In today's visual media-driven society, digital visuals and visual scaffoldings which are provided and mediated by technological artifacts are extensive. In terms of such visual scaffoldings, some critical considerations can be raised.

First, the visual scaffolding provided through software-system-only hardly utilizes human agency with which learners can interact (Pea, 2004). Without such social interaction with human, learners might have difficulty in sense-making, emotional control, or even grasping the key points of learning. More importantly, non-human devices may not function effectively for calibrated and adaptive supports in accordance with ongoing assessment of learners' level. Shrein et al. (2004) also pointed out that interactive tuning - such as the selection and calibration - of scaffolding, which is pivotal in scaffolding concept - is uneasy through technological-artifact-only scaffolding. In similar vein, mentioning the importance of 'human' elements in terms of fading, Pea (2004) stated that extant practices of scaffolding through technological artifacts which lack 'fading' component of scaffolding might be a distributed intelligence rather than scaffolding-with-fading. In this manner, bringing together technological artifacts and human's scaffolding activities effectively is necessary and urgent. Tabak's (2004) research on distributed scaffolding might be an example which utilizes technology in harmony with human's scaffolding. Criticizing that numerous software scaffoldings are lacking in social interaction between instructor and learner, Tabak (2004) suggests distributed scaffolding called “synergy” as an ideal type of scaffolding. In “synergy”, learners accomplish a specific task using software system while constantly receiving instructor's adaptive and immediate guidance as scaffolding. In this way, learners
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seem to demonstrate higher level of performance. Such an integrative use of technology and human might contribute to learning, mirroring the original concept of scaffolding.

Second, visual scaffolding mediated by technological artifact can be extended to an intelligence amplifier. Relating scaffolding-with-fading to distributed intelligence, Pea (2004) suggests significant direction for utilizing scaffolding to augment human intellect, citing Engelbart’s (1962) report which created a new framework for the relation between computing and human thinking and activity.

Symbols can be arranged before human's eyes, moved, stored, recalled, operated upon according to extremely complex rules - all in very rapid response to a minimum amount of information supplied by human, by means of special cooperative technological devices. In the limit of what we might now imagine, this could be a computer, with which we could communicated rapidly and easily, coupled to a three-dimensional color display within which it could construct extremely sophisticated images with the computer being able to execute a wide variety of processes on parts or all of these images in automatic response to human direction. The displays and processes could provide helpful services and could involve concepts not hitherto imagined. (p.25)

Likewise, as Pea (2004) asserted the potential of scaffolding to be an intelligence amplifier, visual scaffolding also might extend its possibility in a way that enhances human's intellect.

Conclusion

Visual scaffolding would be regarded as a support using diverse forms of visual objects from abstract symbols to concrete pictures with verbal or visual explanation aiming at learners' task accomplishment. Visual scaffolding would be either content-independent or content-dependent visual objects which can be on both the abstract-concrete continuum and the visual-verbal continuum. Such visual
scaffolding can represent and highlight contents in more effective way, suggest richer implicit information, and provide macro view, thereby offering the momentum for better in-depth understanding, thoughts, and insights. Furthermore, visual scaffolding might extensively enhance and amplify learning through appropriate utilization of technological advancement.

The limitations of this study are as follows. First, although this research put together research on visual scaffolding in teaching and learning field, the study could not elucidate the actual mechanism of visual scaffolding and the effective way of visual scaffolding design. Second, this research is confined to literature review because it aimed to synthesize the extant discourse of visual scaffolding. Therefore, this study lacks in more authentic context. Third, this research mainly deals with visual scaffolding in teaching and learning aspect. Although visual scaffolding is widely applied in other areas, such macro perspectives could not be comprehensively included well in this study.

Following suggestions can be made for further development and utilization of visual scaffolding. To begin with, efforts to clarify the ‘how’ aspect of visual scaffolding are needed. Inquiries such as ‘Where does the effectiveness of visual scaffolding stems from?’, ‘How does the visual scaffolding support learners?’ should be raised and examined more rigorously (Rha & Park, 2010). Not only that, comprehensive and systematic models, strategies, principles, and guidelines for visual scaffolding design are needed. Concerning the high potentials of visual scaffolding, professionals in teaching and learning field need to explore appropriate methods for designing visual scaffolding, starting from the prototypical design of visual scaffolding. Next, more quantitative and qualitative study needs to be conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of visual scaffolding. Last but not least, research on the applications of enhanced technology for visual scaffolding is necessary. Today’s advanced and high technology seems to shed light on more effective and visual scaffolding in innovative ways. Such research would lead to a different phase of visual scaffolding for teaching and learning.
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